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Much Ado About
Nulling!
“Figures don’t lie but (government) liars
do ﬁgure.” —Mark Twain
By: Donald “Pogo” Meserlian,
PE National Leader: Patriot’s Citizens Campaigns
www.voicesofsafety.com/pcc/
dcmeserlian@voicesofsafety.com
(973) 228-2258
With apologies to Shakespeare (“Much Ado
About Nothing”), the deﬁnition of “nulling” is
“nothing”, which is the value the US government
assigns to many unemployed citizens when the Bureau of Labor Statistics announces that the current
unemployment rate is 8.6 when in fact it is closer to
18 percent. The following information is based on
an article by George Stafford, The Nulliﬁcation of
our Christmas Illusions, in the December 15, 2011
The Progress (Caldwell, NJ).
“Reality, as we all ‘realize’, is whatever
perception says it is.” When the 8.6%
unemployment rate was announced,
the stock market soared on this
“great news”!
“The perceived reality is that more people are
working, but that is not what the numbers mean. In

fact, it means that fewer people are working. The
law perceives those who nullify their employment assistance as having left the workplace.
While still without a job and now without income,
these folks are considered invisible for statistical
purposes, and are perceived as employed! We accept such pretzel logic because all of our lying
leaders agree to it.
The simple truth is that about 18 percent of
adult Americans who want to work and need to
work are in fact unemployed. Stating the truth
would create the wrong impression and have a negative impact on public perception; ergo, the unemployment rate went down.
Another reality that the public is not urged to
perceive is that many new jobs are the low paying
service kind and that they are replacing higher
paying managerial or manufacturing positions.
That many of the unemployed are making less
due to wage, hour and overtime reductions is also
something not to be admitted.
The headline in The Star Ledger (Newark, NJ)
Dec. 18, 2011 stated, “Nearly half of Americans
(are) low- income or in poverty; Pounded by the
economy, people tumbling out of middle class,
census shows”. The article states, “Squeezed by
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

The Los Angeles
Times reported in December 2011 that police departments are now using
unarmed Predators against US citizens. They
also reported that the FBI and Drug Enforcement Administration have used Predators for
other “domestic” investigations.
It was reported that the drones belong to
US Customs and Border Protection, which operates eight Predators on the country’s northern and southwestern borders to search for
illegal immigrants and smugglers. It should
also be noted that the previously unreported
use of drones to assist local, state and federal
law enforcement has occurred without any
public acknowledgment or debate.

We have information that Predators are
currently being ﬂown in many areas around
the country, not only for federal operators, but
also for state and local law enforcement and
so-called “First Responders”.
As proof that our elected ofﬁcials are powerless against the US Police State, Rep. Jane
Harman (D-Venice), who sat on the House
Homeland Security Intelligence subcommittee and served as its chairwoman from 2007
until early this year, said no one ever discussed
using Predators to help local police serve warrants or do other basic work.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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THE SOVEREIGN

The Sovereign’s Fun Facts
Notable Quotables
“To be GOVERNED is to be kept in sight, inspected,
spied upon, directed, law-driven, numbered, enrolled,
indoctrinated, preached at, controlled, estimated,
valued, censured, commanded, by Creatures who
have neither the right, nor the wisdom, nor the virtue
to do so.”
To be GOVERNED is to be at every operation, at
every transaction, noted, registered, enrolled, taxed,
stamped, measured, numbered, assessed, licensed,
authorized, admonished, forbidden, reformed,
corrected, and punished. That is government; that is its justice; that is its morality.”
– Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, (1809-1865)French politician and mutualist philosopher
“In my practice, I’ve seen how people have allowed their
humanity to drain away. Only it happened slowly instead of all
at once. They didn’t seem to mind... All of us - a little bit - we
harden our hearts, grow callous. Only when we have to ﬁght to
stay human do we realize how precious it is to us, how dear.”
– Dr. Miles Bennell; 1956 “Invasion Of The Body Snatchers”
“Pure truth, like pure gold, has been found unﬁt for circulation
because men have discovered that it is far more convenient to
adulterate the truth than to reﬁne themselves.”
– Charles Caleb Colton (1780ñ1832), English cleric, writer and
collector, well known for his eccentricities.

Fun Facts
Even Better Than The Real Thing
Hyperreality is used to describe the inability of consciousness to distinguish reality from
fantasy, especially in our technologically advanced culture. Most aspects of hyperreality
can be thought of as “reality by proxy.” Some proponents of hyperreality claim that the
natural world in which we live has been increasingly replaced by a copy world, where we
seek simulated stimuli and nothing more. Accordingly, it is said that today’s mindless
consumerism contributes to hyperreality. In other words a certain clothing brand shows that
one is fashionable, while driving a speciﬁc type of car indicates one’s wealth. Hyperreality
tricks the human mind into detaching from any real emotional engagement, and to opt instead
for artiﬁcial simulation and endless reproductions of fundamentally empty appearance.
Essentially fulﬁllment or happiness is found through simulation and imitation of a real
thing, rather than any interaction with reality itself. The end result is that these “absolute
fakes” seem even better than what they imitate. An early example of hyperreality would
be Disneyland, whose fake settings have been created to look “absolutely realistic,” taking
visitors’ imagination to a “fantastic past”. This false reality creates an illusion that is more
desirable for people than reality. Disneyland works with technology so well that it has created
an artiﬁcial atmosphere that gives many people more of a sense of being “at home” than the
natural world in which we evolved. TV and ﬁlm in general (especially “reality” TV), which
glamorize the mundane using histrionics, now capture huge audiences. Virtual reality on
the Internet currently allows for a greater than ever possible simulation of physical reality.
Hyperreality offers an “altered state” that is safe, legal and “drug free”.

Counter-Intelligence Database
Michael Mukasey
Michael Mukasey served as the 81st Attorney General of the US under Bush
II from 2007 to 2009. He was appointed following the resignation of Alberto
Gonzales, and became the second Jewish Attorney General in US history. In May
2004, while still a member of the judiciary, Judge Mukasey delivered a speech (which
he converted into a Wall Street Journal opinion piece) that defended the USA Patriot Act; the
piece also expressed doubt that the FBI engaged in racial proﬁling of Arabs and criticized the
American Library Association for condemning the Patriot Act. During conﬁrmation hearings,
Mukasey refused to state an unequivocal legal position on the interrogation technique known
as waterboarding. Mukasey has a close relationship with former NYC mayor Rudy Giuliani,
whom he has known since working at the same law ﬁrm in the early 1970s. In 2008, he made
some public comments defending Bush’s warrantless wiretapping program by claiming that
the National Security Agency intercepted a call between Afghanistan and one of the alleged
9/11 hijackers. In a subsequent letter to Mukasey, House Judiciary Committee Chairman John
Conyers questioned whether any such phone call had ever actually occurred and, if so, why
the government hadn’t been able to use its then-existing legal authority and technological
capabilities to monitor it. Michael Mukasey’s son Marc Mukasey was a partner in former
mayor Giuliani’s law ﬁrm. The ﬁrm represented Verizon, one of the telecom ﬁrms that was
sued for cooperating with Bush’s warrantless surveillance program.
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rising living costs, a record number of
Americans—nearly 1 in 2—have fallen
into poverty or are scraping by on earnings that classify them as low-income.”
One can readily understand why
the “Occupy” movement is spreading nationwide. The above cartoon
shows that the 1% of our population, in
cooperation with corrupt government
allies, has been able to take jobs out
of the US and is destroying the middle
class in order to make America a third
world nation.
Citizens must rise up against their
oppressors and leadership within the
“Occupy Movement”. This is sorely
needed in order to replace the present
government with a new government
“of, by and for the people” that will
restore our constitutional rights in order that this nation can ﬁnally become
a Republic instead of the present
fascist state.
Last month’s headline suggested
that the Occupy Movement accept and
implement the new “pledge of allegiance”: “I pledge allegiance to the
ﬂag and Constitution of the Sovereign
United States of America, and to the
Republic for which they stand, one
nation under God, indivisible, with
liberty and justice for all.”

For years, Homeland Security ofﬁcials have been using imagery from
military satellites to assist in their bogus domestic terrorism investigations.
Congress blocked the proposal on
grounds it would violate the Posse Comitatus Act, which bars the military
from taking a police role on US soil.
Recent revelations by the Associated
Press that the New York City Police
Department has joined forces with the
CIA conﬁrm that the Shadow Government is much more powerful and
lawless than our so-called “real”
government.

In summary,
our government
leaders are
incompetent
liars! S

Human Resistance Please Note:
Predators ﬂy out of earshot and out of
sight. A Predator B can watch a target for 20 hours nonstop, far longer
than any police helicopter or manned
aircraft.
We have also received reports that
US police agencies are now armed
with shoulder-mounted lasers that can
emit a blinding wall of light capable
of repelling Occupy Protests. This is
in preparation for mass civil unrest on
US soil. S

The Church Committee – The Church Committee is the common
term for the United States Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental
Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities, a US Senate committee
chaired by Senator Frank Church in 1975. A precursor to the US Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence, this committee investigated intelligence
gathering by the CIA and FBI for
illegality after nefarious activities had been revealed during the
Watergate affair. The Committee uncovered, among many other
things, that the CIA had violated
its charter to perform only the
gathering of intelligence, through,
for example, the assassinations of
Allende in Chile and Mossadegh
in Iran, as well as the politically
motivated killings of leaders and
revolutionaries in Central and South America, Africa, the Middle East, and
East Asia. The list of shocking activities uncovered by the committee was
tremendous, and included the declassiﬁcation of a “heart attack gun” the
CIA had made for use in killing someone without detection. Cancer; car,
skiing or boating “accidents”; apparent suicides; heart attacks, and plain old
shootings were common assassination methods. Although recorded in full
in the congressional record, the mainstream media, and referred to in ofﬁcial
policies, the committee’s ﬁndings remain largely unmentioned in American
schools and history classes. Most of the American public has not even heard
of these revelations, let alone understood that their veracity has been conﬁrmed. It is still common for people to refer to any of these assassinations
as a joke or a baseless conspiracy hypothesis.

